Cybil - next steps session

We highly appreciate your input - please answer the questions during the session.
1. How has Cybil helped you in your cyber capacity building journey?

1. Find a tool that helped my decision-making building capacity in my country
2. Find events important to attend
3. Find out what the current best practices are
4. Plan a capacity building activity
5. Identify collaborators
6. Do a scoping of cyber capacity building activity
7. Carry out my research

To increase my knowledge about cyber capacity building
A Length of Projects by Theme & Topic
B. Number of Projects per Theme & Topic
C. Number of projects per Topic vs Total number of projects
D. Timeline with projects added to Cybil on different Themes & Topics
E. Number of projects around the world by Funder
2. Which visualizations would you like to see on Cybil?

- A. Length of Projects by Theme & Topic: 6
- B. Number of Projects per Theme & Topic: 9
- C. Number of projects per Topic vs Total number of projects: 5
- D. Timeline with projects added to Cybil on different Themes & Topics: 6
- E. Number of projects around the world by Funder: 11
3. What additional features would you most like to have on Cybil?

- Interactive map
- Info to reach out to project leads
- An API so you don’t need to manually click export data.
- A way to match projects with funding opportunities by topic or geographical area
- You can propose an edit to project info by making a change on the screen and hitting submit.
- Request for Information function, ability to ask for information
- Curated list out noteworthy projects or best practice examples. Maybe adding/highlighting one project per month
- Integration with Zapier
- More repositories like Covid-19
3. What additional features would you most like to have on Cybil?

Ability to find partners (e.g. across the globe) for ongoing/prospective projects.

By highlighting the benefits and opportunities that Cybil offers for people/institutions that work on CCB.
4. How can we improve that Cybil is owned by the global community?

- A meeting every few months with the community to discuss Cybil and content curation
- Better marketing and promotion of the platform, providing practical examples of how the global community can use it and benefit from it
- Involve the community by decisions on the content that is put on cybil and big decisions.
- Is the Cybil Oversight Group a committee within the GFCE structure?
- By highlighting the benefits of cybil to institutions and people who work on CCB
- A blog feature where members of the community could submit their contributions to be published
- Highlighting the practical benefits of the portal and encouraging more to actively participate
Thank you for your input!
Thank you for your input!